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1. INTRODUCTION 
Degenerate or singular Hamiltonian systems were in-
troduced in mathematical physics by Dirac. 1,2 Later, the in-
terest in this formalism has increased3 ,4 mainly because it 
provides the suitable framework to deal with many physical 
theories, either in the infinite-dimensional case2,s (electro-
magnetic, gravitational, and Yang-Mills fields) or in the fin-
ite-dimensional one (relativistic systems of directly interact-
ing particles),6 
The usual way of dealing with these systems (we shall 
restrict ourselves to the finite-dimensional case) starts from a 
phase space M with a symplectic structure n, i.e., a nonde-
generate Poisson bracket. Then, some constraints are intro-
duced in order to define a submanifold S representing the set 
of all possible states of the physical system (e.g., the mass 
shell constraints in a system of relativistic particles). Accord-
ing to the mutual Poisson brackets, these constraints are 
classified in first and second class; as is commonly accepted, 
the latter correspond to spurious degrees of freedom and the 
former can be considered as generating functions for gauge 
motions of the system. It has been noticed by Shanmugadha-
san7 that an adapted canonical set of variables can be select-
ed such that the constraints assume their simplest form, i.e., 
the submanifold S is obtained by making some coordinates 
and momenta equal to zero. The symplectic form n on M 
then induces a presymplectic structure liJ on S, which is de-
generate in most cases. 
The invariance of the Poincare-Cartan integral8 turns 
out to be a sound principle to establish the features of nonde-
generate Hamiltonian systems, Likewise, for degenerate sys-
tems, an analogous formalism can be set forth. 9 ,10 This for-
mulation also stresses the close parallelism between the 
above-mentioned Shanmugadhasan transformation 7 and the 
Hamilton-Jacobi method when the canonical Hamiltonian 
vanishes. 10 
In dealing with Hamiltonian systems, either degenerate 
or not, it is of great interest to have a precise characterization 
of canonical transformations. In the nondegenerate case, 
this characterization can be presented in a very clear and 
elegant way by requiring the invariance of the Poincare-
Cartan integral under these transformations. II To show this 
result, it is necessary to use Lee Hwa Chung'S theorem, 12 
which states the only absolute integral invariants under ev-
ery Hamiltonian system are the symplectic form and the ex-
terior product of this form with itself any number of times. 
However, a fully satisfactory definition of canonical 
transformations has not been attained in the singular case 
yet. A previous attempt 13 requires canonical transformation 
to preserve the elementary Poisson brackets (that is, the sym-
plectic form n ) on the constraint submanifold S. This condi-
tion is too strong because the initial phase space M and its 
symplectic structure n must not be considered as the physi-
cally relevant objects of the theory, but merely as the starting 
point to build up the submanifold S and the induced presym-
plectic structure liJ, in terms of which the physical system is 
represented. 
Our standpoint is that, in the degenerate Hamiltonian 
formalism, canonical transformations must be characterized 
as those preserving the physically significant submanifold S 
and its presymplectic structure liJ. Thus, a result generalizing 
Lee Hwa Chung's theorem will a helpful tool in dealing with 
canonical transformations in the degenerate case. This is the 
purpose of the present paper. 
The language used throughout this work is geometri-
ca1 14- 18 where concepts, which classically lead to more or 
less involved equations in terms of coordinates and mo-
menta, can be formulated and handled in a more clear and 
concise way. 
In Sec. 2 we generalize to presymplectic manifolds 
some well-established results in the symplectic case, such as 
the concepts of the Hamiltonian vector field, Hamiltonian 
functions, and the Poincare-Cartan integral. In Sec. 3, we 
generalize the above mentioned Lee Hwa Chung's theorem 
to the presymplectic case. In Sec. 4, previous results are ap-
plied to the particular case that the presymplectic manifold 
has been obtained by imposing a set of constraints on a big-
ger symplectic space, as is common in the physical applica-
tions of the degenerate Hamiltonian formalism. Section 5 is 
devoted to study the canonical transformations of a con-
strained Hamiltonian system. 
2. HAMILTONIAN FIELDS AND THE POINCARE 
INTEGRAL IN A PRESYMPLECTIC MANIFOLD 
Let us consider a manifold S and a presymplectic form 
on S (i.e., liJ is a closed differential2-form of constant class on 
S), so that the couple (S, liJ) is called a presymplectic mani-
fold. 
The 2-form liJ defines a differentiable linear map from 
the tangent vector fields D (S ) onto the differential I-forms 
A I(S), given by 
D(S)--A I(S), 
(2.1) 
where ix denotes the inner product by X. This mapping can-
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not be inverted, in general. That is, there are some I-forms in 
A I(S) which are not in correspondence with any vector field 
inD(S). 
Definition 2.1: A function hEA O(S) is called a Hamilton-
ian Junction relative to the presymplectic structure defined 
by w iff there exists a vector field XED (S) such that 
ixw = dh. (2.2) 
In other words, h is a Hamiltonian function iff the linear 
system (2.2) admits a nonempty family of solutions XED (S). 
Notice that if Xh is a particular solution of (2.2), then the 
general solution Kh CD (S) is given by 
Kh = Xh + ..af(w), (2.3a) 
where ..af(w) is the submodulus of D (S) defined by 
..af(w) = I XED (S )lixw = 0 J. (2.3b) 
Definition 2.2: A vector field XED (S) is called a Hamil-
tonian vector field relatively to w iff there exists a function 
hEA O(S) such that 
ixw = dh. 
Any Hamiltonian field X satisfies 
dixw = O. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
The converse is not true, since no closed differential 
form is exact. However, the Poincare lemma 19 ensures that if 
Eq. (2.5) is fulfilled, then, for any pES, there exists an open 
neighborhood ofp, UCS, and a functionJEA 0(U) such that 
ixw - dJ= 0 on U. (2.6) 
This is the reason we introduce the concept of a local Hamil-
tonian vector field. 
Definition 2.3: A vector field XED (S) is called locally 
Hamiltonian relatively to w iff ix w is closed [i.e., it is a solu-
tion ofEq. (2.5)]. 
Proposition 2.4: XED (S) is locally Hamiltonian relative-
ly to w iff Lxw = 0, where L denotes the Lie derivatives. 
The proof is immediate after recalling that 
Lx = ixd + dix and that w is a closed 2-form. 
Expressing the class of locally Hamiltonian vector 
fields relative to w by 
D",(S)=[XED(S)ILxw = OJ, 
we have the following interesting results: 
(2.7) 
Proposition 2.5: D w (S) is closed under the Lie bracket. 
The proof is immediate since 
L[x.y 1 = LxLy - LyLx 
(see, for example, Ref. 19). 
Proposition 2.6: Given any point pES and any tangent 
vector atp, VETp(S), there is at least one locally Hamilton-
ian vector field XED uJ (S) such that Xp = V. 
Proof Using a well-known result in differential geome-
try, 19 a local chart (/ , ... ,y') in a neighborhood of pES exists 
such that the presymplectic form w can be written as 
W3 = dyl AdyR + 1+ ... + dyR Ady 2R, 2R<;,s. 
It is obvious that the vector fields alayl, ... ,alay' are locally 
Hamiltonian. 
For a given VETp(S), we expand it in the coordinate 
basis I (al ayi)p J p ~ I. .... s' thus obtaining 
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v = ± Vi(~), ViElR. 
i~ I ay p 
Then, a solution for our problem is 
X= ±Vi~. 
i~l ay 
At this point it must be noted that any functionJEA O(S) 
depending on any of the variables/, i> 2R (i.e., aJ la/~O), 
cannot be a Hamiltonian function. 
Weare now going to generalize the Poincare integral 
theorem for presymplectic manifolds. With this purpose we 
introduce the concept of a local one-parameter group of dif-
feomorphisms which consists of a differentiable mapping 
if>: W-S, 
(t,p) ~ f{J((p), 
where W C R X S is an open neighborhood of[ 0 J X S, having 
the following properties: 
(i) VpES, (R X I P j)nS is connected; 
(ii) VpES, f{Jo(p) = p; 
(iii) If(t ',pI, (t + t ',pI, and (t, f{Jt' (p)) belong to W, then 
f{J(+ (.(p) = f{Jt(f{Jt'(p))· 
It is also known 19 that the integral orbits of a given differen-
tiable vector field XED (S ) permit to define the so-called local 
one-parameter group generated by X. 
Let c be a singular 2-cube on S. 20 Since 14 the support 
of c, is a compact set in S, there exists a real positive number 
It' c such that ( - It' co It' c J X Icl C W. Therefore, for any 
tE [ - It' co It' c J ' the map f{J t: I c I-S defines a diffeomor-
phism between I c I and f{J [ Ie I, and f{J ( °c also is a singular 2-
cube onS. 
Definition 2. 7: Let c be a singular 2-cube on S, XED (S ), a 
differentiable vector field and if> the local one-parameter 
group generated by X. For any tE ( -. 'l? c' It' c J, the Poincare 
integral is defined as 
1 (t;c,X)- r w. 
J<p/oc 
Theorem 2.8: The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) XED", (S) (i.e., it is a locally Hamiltonian field); 
(ii) [dI(t;c,X)ldt ],=0 = o for any singular 2-cube onS. 
Proof We have that 
1 (t;c,X) = r w = If{J ~w, 
JtptOC C 
where f{J ~ is the pullback map associated with f{Jt. Deriving 
then both sides with respect to t and taking t = 0, we have 
[ dl (t;c,x)] = 1lim( f{J ~w - w ), dT t~O ct--.Q t 
but the limit on the right-hand side is nothing but Lxw. 
Hence we can write 
[dI(t;C,x)] = (Lxw, dt (~o L 
and the theorem follows immediately. 
3. LEE HWA CHUNG'S THEOREM FOR 
PRESYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS 
In the case of symplectic manifolds, Lee Hwa Chung'S 
theorem 12 fixes the class of differential forms which are in-
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variant under any locally Hamiltonian vector fields. In this 
section, we arrive at a similar result for presymplectic mani-
folds. 
Theorem 3.1: LetSbe as-manifold, wEA 2(S) a presym-
plectic form with constant class 2R on S, and a a differential 
p-form on S, aEA P(S). If Lx a = 0, for every locally Hamil-
tonian vector field XED w (S), then 
(a) a = 0, if p > 2R; 
(b)a=0,ifp=2/+ 1,I>R; 
/ 
(c)a = J.w/\ ... /\w, ifp = 2/, I<.R, wherefEA O(S), and 
is constant on any connected components of S. 
Proof Recalling Eq. (2.3b) and that Lx = dix + ixd, 
we have that d(w)CD",(S). The hypothesis of the theorem 
therefore implies that 
Lxa = 0, VXEd(w). (3.1) 
Moreover, since d(w) is closed under product by any 
fEA O(S), we also have that 
LfXa = 0, VXEd(w) and VfEA O(S). (3.2) 
Comparing both Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), we arrive at 
df/\ixa = 0, VfEA O(S) and VXEd(w). (3.3) 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall handle Eq. (3.3) at each 
point zES [recall that Tz (S ) is a finite-dimensional real 
vector space, whereasD (S) is a modulus onA o(S)]. Applying 
Corollary A.4 of the Appendix, we have 
ixpz = 0, VXzEd(wz), VzES, 
where d(wz) = [XzETz(S)/ixzwz = OJ. 
For p > 2R, using Corollary A.2, we obtain 
(3.4) 
a z = 0, VzES, (3.5) 
and, equivalently, a = 0, so that statement (a) is proved. 
Let us now take two locally Hamiltonian vector fields 
X, YEDw(S), The Poincare lemma guarantees that, VZES, 
there exists an open neighborhood ofz, UCS, and two func-
tions, f, gEA 0(U), such that 
(3.6) 
where Xu=Xo juED(U), Yu=Yo juED(U), 
wu=wo juEA 2(U), andju: U----.S is the natural injection. 
Note that P= gXu + fY u is a Hamiltonian vector 
field on U relative to w u and its corresponding Hamiltonian 
function is fgEA O( U). Hence, by hypothesis, the differential 
form au = a O juEA P(U) is invariant under Xu, Y u, and P, 
i.e., 
Lxuau = LYua u = Lpau = 0, 
which implies 
(3.7) 
dfl\iYua u +dgl\ixuau =0. (3.8) 
Using (3.6), specializing (3.8) at the point ZEU, and tak-
ing Proposition 2.6 into account, we can finally write 
VzES and VXz ' YzETz(S). (3.9) 
At this point, the following result is needed: 
Lemma 3.2: Let a z be ap-form on Tz(S) [i.e., a z 
EA ~(S)], p<.2R, such that 
(i) VXzEd(wzl, ixpz = 0, (3.4) 
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(3.9) 
Then, 
-ifp = 1, then a z = 0. 
-if p > 1, then there exists a~l)EA ~ - 2(S), fulfilling con-
ditions (3.4) and (3.9) and also 
(3.10) 
(The proof is given in the Appendix.) 
This lemma provides a recursive algorithm to prove sta-
tements (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.1. 
(c) Indeed, let us consider the case p = 2/, I<.R. 
Starting from a~P) azEA ~(S) and by iterative applica-
tion of Lemma 3.2, we obtain a sequence of alternated forms: 
a~IEA ;(1- il(S), i = 0, ... ,/, 
such that 
i alii = i w /\a li + II VX ET (S) XZ z X.z z Z t Z z 
whence, by induction, it follows immediately that 
/-i 
a~l = [1/(/ + i)!]a~lwz /\ ... /\wz , (3.11) 
where a~IEA ~(S) is a real number. 
Therefore, the differential p-form aEA P(S) can be writ-
ten as 
/ 
a = J.w/\ ... /\ w, (3.12) 
wherefEA O(S). 
Finally, since a and ware invariant under any locally 
Hamiltonian vector field, we have 
Xf = 0, VXED OJ (S), 
which, by Proposition 2.6, implies that 
Xzf= 0, VXzETz(S) and VzES. 
Hence,fis constant on any connected component of S, and 
the proof of the statement (c) is over. 
(b) For the case p = 21 + 1, 1 < R, starting from a~OI=az' 
Lemma 3.2 yields again a sequence of alternated forms: 
a~IEA ;(1- il + I(S), i = 0, ... ,/, 
such that 
ixp~1 = ixzwz /\a~+ II, VXzETz(S). (3.13) 
Since each one of these alii fulfills the hypothesis of the 
Lemma 3.2, and a~IEA ~(S), it follows that 
a~1 = 0, VzES, 
which, by virtue of(3.13), implies a~l = 0, i = 1, ... ,1 and par-
ticularly, az = 0, VzES. 
Thus, the proof is concluded. 
4. CANONICAL SYSTEMS 
A canonical system is characterized by a triplet (M, S, 
a ), (M, a ) being a symplectic 2n-manifold and S an s-sub-
manifold of M. We shall denote the natural injection by js: 
S -+ M and the corresponding pullback mapping by J!: 
A (M) -+ A (S). We shall assume the closed differential 
2-form 
w= J!aEA 2(S) 
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has constant rank: rank liJ = 2R. 
The relationships between 2n, s, and 2R determine the 
class of the submanifold: namely, 
(i) S is said to be a first class submanifold when 
2n -s=l=2R, 
(ii) S is second class when s = 2R, 
(iii) otherwise S is a mixed submanifold. 
This classification is equivalent to the usual one, which 
is formulated in terms of the Poisson brackets among the 
constraints defining S. 
In this section we are going to particularize the results 
obtained in the preceeding sections to the case of canonical 
systems. 
Definition 4.1: Let a be a differential p-form on M, 
aEA P(M). We shall refer to the p-formj!EA P(S) as the spe-
cialization of a onto S. 
Definition 4.2: Two p-forms a, f3EA P(M) are said to be 
weakly equal on S iff a O js = f30 js. Weak equality shall be 
denoted hereafter by a = or a -;::;:f3. 
s 
Definition 4.3: Two p-forms a, f3EA P(M) are said to be 
strongly equal on S iff a = f3 and da = df3. Throughout this 
s s 
paper we shall write a==/3 for strong equality. 
Proposition 4.4: Let (; N, V = 1, ... ,n - s, be a set of in de-
pendent constraint functions defining S, and let aEA P(M). 
Then, the specialization of a onto S vanishes (jJa = 0) if, 
and only if, there exist n - s differential (p - 1 )-forms 
1/oEA P - I(M), v = 1, ... ,n - s, such that 
n-s 
a = I 1/v I\d{;V. 
S v~ I 
Proof: See, for example, Ref. 15. 
Definition 4.5: Let XED (M) be a vector field on M. X is 
said to be tangent to the submanifold S iff 
X{; = 0 (4.1) 
S 
for any given (;EA o(M) such that (; = o. 
s 
We shall denote by D (S) the set of those vector fields 
which are tangent to S. 
Condition (4.1) is equivalent to 
Xo jsEjJ(D(S)). 
Hence, given any XE D (S ), there is a vector field on D (S), 
which we shall denote by XS, such that 
Xo js = js. (XS ), (4.2) 
i.e., VfEA O(M), XS (jJ f) = JJ(Xf), wherejs. denotes theJa-
cobian map. 
Proposition 4.6: Let XE D (S), aEA P(M), then 
(ilftixa = ixs(]Ja), 
(ii)jJLxa = Lxs(j!a). 
The proof follows immediately using very well-known re-
sults of differential geometry (see, for example, Ref. 19). 
Let HE D (S) and HSED (S) be the vector field associat-
ed with H by Eq. (4.2). According to Definition 2.2, H S will 
be Hamiltonian relative tOJJil iff a functionfEA O(S) exists 
such that 
(4.3) 
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Let us now pick up a function he EA O(M) such thatf = JJhc 
(there is a large class of them) and rewrite (4.3) as 
ls(iH il - dh c ) = O. (4.4) 
Definition 4. 7: A vector field HED (M) is said to be weak-
ly Hamiltonian relatively to the canonical structure (M, S, il ) 
iff 
(i) HED(S), 
(ii) there exists heEA O(M) such that Eq. (4.4) holds. 
The function he is commonly called a canonical Hamilton-
ian corresponding to H. 
We are now going to express Eq. (4.4) in terms ofa given 
set of 2n - s constraints defining the submanifold S. These 
constraints can be always arranged in such a way that: 
(i) Some of them ItP,p = 1, ... ,1), which are said to be 
first class, have weakly vanishing Poisson brackets with any 
other constraint, and 
(ii) the remaining 2n - s - I Ixu , a = 1, .... 2n - s - I}, 
which are called second class and must be in even number, 
satisfy the inequality 
det (/Xa , ~ J)u.P~ I •..• 2n _ s-/ =1=0. (4.5) 
Using Proposition 4.4, one can immediate see that con-
dition (4.4) is equivalent to require that 2n - s functions ap ' 
baEA O(S) exist (p = 1, ... ,/; a = 1, ... ,2n - s -I), such that 
iHil-;::;:dhe + ap dt P + ba dXa, (4.6) 
where the sume convention has been used. Realize that the 
role played by the ap's and ba 's is quite similar to the La-
grange multipliers in many geometrical problems involving 
the specialization of a differential form onto a submanifold. 
Furthermore, condition (i) in definition 4.7 must be also 
be taken into account. In terms of the constraints, this condi-
tion reads: 
htP-;::;:O and HXa-;::;:O, 
which, according to (4.6), can also be written as 
lhc>tPJ -;::;:0, p = 1, ... ,/, (4.7) 
1 he ,Xi; J + bpl~,xaJ -;::;:0, a, f3 = 1, ... ,2n - s -I. 
(4.8) 
Hence, Eq. (4.7) delimitates the domain of canonical 
Hamiltonians, and Cramer's linear system (4.8)-remember 
Eq. (4.5)---determines the Lagrange multipliers ba , 
a = 1, ... ,2n - s - I. which are associated with the second-
class constraints 
bu -;::;: - cpa lxu,hc J. (4.9) 
where cpa is the inverse matrix of lxu, xYJ, i.e., 
cpa lxa,xYJ = Dp Y. 
Substituting (4.9) into (4.6), we arrive at 
iHil-;::;:dhe + ap dt P - lhc>~JcuP d~, (4.10) 
where the indeterminacy associated with the first-class con-
straints appear manifestly. 
Summarizing, given a function hcEA O(M): 
(i) The linear system (4.4) will have a nonempty solution 
if, and only if, condition (4.7) is fulfilled. 
(ii) The indeterminacy of the solution H is related to the 
arbitrary Lagrange multipliers associated with the first-class 
constraints. 
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An explicit expression for H is 
H:::::{·,h~j + {.,apsPj, 
where the "star function" h ~ means21 
h ~ = he - {he,xajcaP~' 
(4.11) 
Definition 4. 8: A vector field HED (M) is said to be local-
ly weakly Hamiltonian relative to (M, S, n) iff 
(i) HED(S), 
(ii)j~(iHn) is a closed differential form on S. 
The latter condition is equivalent to 
LHs(j~n) = O. (4.12) 
The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 2.1. 
A result analogous to the Poincare integral theorem 
holds as well for locally weakly Hamiltonian systems: 
Theorem 4.9: Let CPT be the local one-parameter group 
generated by a given HE D (S ). Thus, H is locally weakly 
Hamiltonian if, and only if, 
[.:i f J~n ] = 0 (4.13) dt J<p,oe t = D 
for any singular 2-cube on SCM. 
We finally have that the generalization of Lee Hwa 
Chung's theorem proved in the Sec. 3 leads to the following: 
Theorem 4.10: Let (M, S, n ) be a canonical system and 
aEA P(M) such that 
LHs(j~a) = 0 
for every locally weakly Hamiltonian field H. Thus we have 
that: 
(i) If either p > 2R or p = 21 + 1, I <R, thenJ~a = O. 
(ii) Ifp = 2/, I <R, then a functionfEA D(M) exists such 
that 
I 
f'S(a - fn 1\ .. , 1\ n ) = 0 
and thatfo j is a constant on any connected component com-
ponent of S. 
5. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
Throughout this section, (M, S, n ) and (M " S " n ') will 
denote two given canonical systems andjs: S'"-+M andjs': 
S' ~ M', the natural injections. We shall also assume that 
j!n is a form of constant rank on S. 
Definition 5.1: The map <P: M ~ M' is said to be a ca-
nonical transformation of (M, S, n ) into (M " S " n ') iff: 
(i) <P is a diffeomorphism; 
(ii)<P(S)=S'; 
(iii) the Jacobian map <p.: T(M) ~ T(M') maps every 
locally weakly Hamiltonian field relative to (M, S, n ) into a 
locally weakly Hamiltonian field relative to (M', S', n '). 
Thanks to condition (ii), the map <P induces a diffeo-
morphism cP: S ~ S' by merely taking 
VxES, 'P (x) = <P (x)ES'. 
(We denote this mapping by other symbol than <P because its 
domain is not M but S.) Since cP has been purposely defined, 
we have that the diagram 
M <P • M' 
js t t js' 
S cP • S' (5.1) 
is commutative. 
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The aim of this section is to give several characteriza-
tions of canonical transformations between constrained sys-
tems. 
Lemma 5.2: If HE D (S ), then <p. HE D (S '). 
Proof Vs'EA D(M'),suchthatj!,s' = 0, we have, taking 
the commutativity of diagram (5.1) into account, that 
j!(<P *S') = (j~o<p *)(S') = cp*(j!. S') = O. (5.2) 
Ifwe now make <P* H act on any function S'EA D(M'), such 
thatJ~'S' = 0, we obtain 
<P.H(S') = H(<P *S') = 0 
because HE D (S) and <P * S ' vanishes on S. Hence 
<P.HE D(S'). r:8J 
Theorem 5.3: If conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied by a 
given map <P: M ~ M', then <P is a canonical transformation 
if, and only if, 
<P *(j~.n') = cJ~n, (5.3) 
where cEA D(S) is a locally constant function. 
Proof <P *((j~,n ')) is a differential 2-form in the sub-
manifold S which, at its tum, is endowed with the presym-
plectic structure given by J~n. 
Let H be locally weakly Hamiltonian relatively to (M, 
S, n ). According to Lemma 5.2, since HE D (S ), then <P * H 
will belong to D (S ') as well. Furthermore, using Eq. (5.1), it 
can be seen in an obvious way that the vector field (<P. H)S' 
associated with <p. H by Eq. (4.2) is none but cp. (Hs ). Thus, 
for every HE D (S ), we can write 
LHs(cp *(j~,n')) = cp *{L<p.IHSI(j~,n')) 
=cp*{LI4> .. HIS(j!, n')J. (5.4) 
(a) If <P is a canonical transformation, then <p. H is a 
locally weakly Hamiltonian field relatively to (M', S', n '). 
Therefore, we have, by Eq. (4.12), that the right-hand side of 
(5.4) vanishes. Whence the hypothesis of Theorem 4.10 is 
fulfilled and, consequently, Eq. (5.3) follows. 
(b) Conversely, if Eq. (5.3) holds, we then have that 
LHs(<P *(j~,n')) = cLHs(j! n) = O. (5.5) 
That is, the left-hand side of Eq. (5.4) vanishes. Therefore, 
since rp is a diffeomorphism, we arrive at 
LI4>*HIS(j~,n') = 0, 
which means that <p. H is locally weakly Hamiltonian rela-
tively to (M', S', n '). 
In most cases occurring in analytical dynamics, the 
symplectic forms nand n ' are not only closed forms but 
exact as well and can be derived from the respective Liouville 
forms,OEA I(M)andO'EA I(M'),i.e.,n = dO and n ' = dO'. 
Then there follows immediately: 
Corollary 5.4: A map <P: M ~ M', fulfilling conditions 
(i) and (ii) of Definition 5.1, is a canonical transformation if, 
and only if, for every zESCM, there exists an open neighbor-
hood U C M, a function FEA D( U), and a constant c such that 
J~(<P *0' - cO - dF) = O. (5.6) 
Lemma 5. 5: Let HED (M) be a weakly Hamiltonian field 
and hEA D(M) a Hamiltonian function for H. If <P: M ->- M ' is 
a canonical transformation, then h '=(l/c)<P *-Ih is a Ha-
miltonian function for H' -<p ... HED (M '). 
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Proof According to the hypothesis and Eq. (4.4), we 
have that 
l"!,(iHa - dh) = O. (5.7) 
Since cP is canonical, Theorem 5.3 can be applied to express 
(5.7) as 
~i I s·lcp*(]"!, a')-(cp*Oj~,)d(cp*-lh)l =0 
e '1'; IH' ) 
or 
(cp *0 J"!') [ill/e)H,a' - d (CP *-Ih )] = O. 
Finally, as cp* is a diffeomorphism, we arrive at 
l"!' [i(lle)H,a' - d (¢ *-Ih)] = 0, 
which proves the lemma. 
(5.8) 
Using the Poincare lemma, a similar result can be 
proved to hold for locally weakly Hamiltonian fields. Taking 
Eq. (4.11) into account, we can then use Lemma 5.5 to write 
CP*H as 
CP*H !.,eh),*+!.,iiut u)" (5.9) 
s 
here! ' J' and! , J '* are, respectively, the Poisson and 
Dirac brackets corresponding to (M', S', a '), and 
h CP*-lh, au=cp*-lau' 'tu=cp*-lsu. 
If we now apply H to any Hamiltonian function g, we 
obtain, taking (5.9) and (4.7) into account, that 
(Ug) =! g,h J* (5.10) 
s 
and, for cP * H acting on g, we also have 
(5.11) 
where g-CP * - Ig. 
Comparison of both equations, (5.10) and (5.11), suggest 
to us the following: 
Theorem 5.6: A map CP: M ~ M' fulfilling conditions (i) 
and (ii) definition 5.1 is a canonical transformation if, and 
only if, 
(a) For every couple offunctions g and h, which are 
Hamiltonian relative to (M, S, a ), 
!g, h j'*ocp:::::(lIe)! g,h J*. (5.12) 
(b) If gEA o(M) is Hamiltonian relative to (M, S, a ), then 
g_<P *-lg is Hamiltonian relative to (M', S', a ') as well. 
Proof Provided that cP is a canonical transformation 
and taking Eqs. (5.10), (5.11) and the commutativity of (5.1) 
into account, it follows that 
! g,h J * = l"!(Ug) = (cp *0 l"!' ocp * -I HUg) 
= cp *0 l"!' [(CP * H)(g)] 
= e! g,h )'*, 
and (a) is proved. 
Statement (b) follows immediately applying Lemma 
5.5. 
Let us now conversely assume (a) and (b) and try to 
prove cP is a canonical transformation. According to Eq. 
(5.12), for every weakly Hamiltonian vector field HED (M) 
with the associated Hamiltonian function hEA O(M), and ev-
ery Hamiltonian function gEA O(M), we have that 
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[(CP*H-eXi,Ji]Ojl =0, 
where Xj, E D (S ') is a solution of 
l"!,(ixa' - dh) = o. 
(5.13) 
(4.4') 
The assumption (b) guarantees the existence of such a solu-
tion Xi,. It is also this assumption which ensures that 
gEA O(M) will be Hamiltonian relative to (M', S " a '). From 
Eq. (5.13) we can therefore state that 
[(<1>*H-cXi,lf]Ojs' =0. (5.14) 
Finally, taking Proposition 2.6 into account, Eq. (5.14) im-
plies immediately that 
(CP*" - eXjj)o js,E.J#(j!,a ') 
or 
cP H = eXi, + .J#(]"!a ') 
* s' 
which, by inner product withJ"!,a " yields 
l"!,(i~ Ha ') = cJl(ix,a ') = ell dh = j!, d (eh), 
~. h 
whence <P HED (M ') is a weakly Hamiltonian field relative-
* -Iy to (M', S', a ') and eh is an associated Hamiltonian func-
tioo. ~ 
Theorem 5.6 will be a useful tool to characterize canoni-
cal transformations of constrained Hamiltonian systems in 
terms of the Dirac brackets. Indeed, let us consider a Shan-
mugadhasan set of coordinates and momenta q a' P B; Q}, p!; 
Q L P~ (a, b = 1, ... ,r;/, g = 1, ... ,/; k, h = 1, ... ,t) defined on 
some open domain UCM. In terms of this coordinates the 
submanifold S is defined by 
(first class) P! :::::0, g = 1, ... ,/, 
(second class) Q ~ :::::P ~ :::::0, k, h = 1, ... ,t 
(r and t are related to the dimension 2n and s by 2r = s -I 
and 2t = 2n - s - 1 ), the differential 2-forms a andJ"!a can 
be written as 
r 1 
a = L dqa Adpa + L dQ}AdP} 
a= 1 J= 1 
I 




l"!a = L dqa Adpa 
a= 1 




) = 0, g = 1, ... ,1, 
Q g Iq,p;Q'.O,O,O) 
that is, the elementary Hamiltonian functions are q a' P B' p} 
(a, b = 1, ... ,r;! = 1, ... ,/). (Realize that, although the second-
class constraints Q ~ , P ~ also satisfy the latter relations, they 
are not relevant since their Dirac brackets with any other 
function vanish.) 
In the most cases of interest in mathematical physics, a 
canonical transformation cP acts from (M, S, a ) into itself. In 
terms of the above set of Shanmugadhasan variables, cP is 
expressed by 2n functions za (zp) (a, fJ = 1, ... ,2n), where zp 
denotes generically the coordinates and momenta q, P; Q I, 
pI; Q2,p2. 
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Theorem 5.6 then states that </> is a canonical transfor-
mation of (M, S, n ) into itself if, and only if, 
(i) Q i (q, p;Q 1,0;0,0) = 0, 
Pi(q,p;Q 1,0;0,0) = 0, k,h = 1, ... ,t, 
P!(q,p;Q 1,0;0,0) = 0, g = 1, ... ,/ 
that is, </> (S) = S. 
(5.15) 
(ii) </> transforms Hamiltonian functions into Hamilton-
ian functions, that is, 
and 
!qa'P! j ;::::0, ! Pb'P! j ;::::0, !i> j,P! j ;::::0. 
(iii) There exists a constant cER such that 
! qa' Pb j* ;::::coab 




In this paper we have studied in depth constrained Ha-
miltonian systems. In particular, we have introduced the 
concepts of Hamiltonian function and Hamiltonian vector 
field relative to a given constrained Hamiltonian system. 
The Hamiltonian study of a dynamical system leads to 
the concept of canonical transformation in a natural way 
(i.e., that which preserves the canonical formalism). In the 
nondegenerate formalism, the invariant integral of Poin-
cares and the theorem of Lee Hwa Chung l2 permit us to 
characterize canonical transformations as those which pre-
serve the symplectic structure apart from a multiplicative 
constant (</> *n '= cn, cER) or, equivalently, as those pre-
serving the Poisson brackets (except for a constant factor). 
In a similar way, we have here derived a generalization 
of Lee Hwa Chung's theorem for constrained Hamiltonian 
systems which, insofar as the generalization of the Poincare 
integral invariant has been already obtained, has allowed us 
to characterize canonical tranformations of a given con-
strained system into itself as those preserving: (i) the subman-
ifold Sand (ii) the induced presymplectic structure on S [i.e., 
</> *(j~n ) = C j~n; cER]. 
We have also derived a formulation for the latter condi-
tion in terms of the elementary Dirac brackets. 
Previous attempts to generalize the concept of canoni-
cal transformations for a constrained system (M, S, n ) were 
based on the condition of preserving the Poisson bracket on 
the constraint submanifold S. In the present work we have 
intended to clarify that this condition is too restrictive. This 
is owing to the fact that the physical system is completely 
represented in the presymplectic manifold (S,j~n) and the 
degrees of freedom beyond S are physically irrelevant. On 
the contrary, in order to avoid unphysical restrictions, our 
study of canonical tranformations starts from the most pri-
mary characteristic, that is, to transform weakly Hamilton-
ian vector fields into weakly Hamiltonian vector fields. 
Then, the results obtained in Secs. 2, 3, and 4 permit us to 
give more elaborated characterizations of canonical trans-
formations for constrained systems, either in terms of the 
presymplectic formj~n or in terms of the Dirac brackets 
and weakly Hamiltonian functions. 
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It is finally interesting to remark that a good definition 
for canonical transformations will be of great help to study 
the symmetries of a given constrained Hamiltonian system, 
and a forthcoming paper will be devoted to this problem. 
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APPENDIX 
Throughout this appendix 'l? is a finite dimensional lin-
ear space (dim'l? = s) and wEA 2('l?) is an alternated 2-form. 
The 2-form w defines the linear mapping 
'l? ~ 'l?* =A I('l?), (AI) 
V ~ ivw, 
the kernel of which is d(w) = !VE'l? /ivw = OJ. Also, it can 
be easily proved that its image is 
i"w = d 1(w) !AE'l?*/ivA = 0, VVEd(w)} (A2) 
The rank of w is defined by 
rank w = dim d1(w), 
which is always an even number 
rank w = 2R<s. 
(A3) 
(A4) 
Let A P('l? / d(w)) be the space of alternatedp-forms on 
the quotient space'l?l d(w), and let us consider the map-
ping: 
A P('l? I d(w)) ~A P('l?), 
such that 
VV1, ... ,VpE'l?, a(V1, .. ,Vp)=a([V1], .. , [Vp])' 
where [Vi] E'l? / d(w) is the class of ViE'l? 
Proposition A.l: The mapping a ~ a defines an isomor-
phism between A P('l? I d(w)) and 
A Pl(w)=1 yEA P(t )livY = 0, 
VVEd(w)} CA P('l?). (A5) 
The latter result is an immediate consequence of proposition 
(1.1.12) of Ref. 19. 
Since 
dim('l? I d(w)) = dim d1(w) = 2R, (A6) 
we have thatp> 2R ~A P('l? / d(w)) = 10j, which, by Pro-
position A.l, implies the following: 
CorollaryA.2: IfaEA P('l?),p > 2R and iva = 0, for any 
VEd(w),then a = 0. 
Now, let Y be a linear subspace of 'l? (dim Y = m). 
Proposition A.3: If yEA P(Y), P < s - m, and A 1\ Y = 0, 
for any AEYl, then y = 0. 
Proof Let us choose a basis €1, ... ,c' - m of Y 1 (i.e., the 
subspace of I-forms annihilating Y). There will exist s - m 
vectors 
X1,· .. ,Xs_mE'l? 
such that 
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ix/ = c5j, l,j = I, ... ,s - m. 
By the hypothesis c /\ r = O,j = I, ... ,s - m, and taking 
into account that 
ix(E} /\ r) = r - E} /\ix r, j = I, ... ,s - m, 
J ) 
we conclude 
r=E}/\ixr, j= I, ... ,s-m, 
) 
whence it immediately follows that 
r = E P /\E J /\(ix ix r), j,l = 1, ... ,s - m. 
J P 
A recursive application of this method leads to 
1'=0 if p<s-m 
or 
Particularizing the latter proposition for the cases 
y = ° and Y = d(liJ) we have, respectively: 
CorollaryA.4: IfrEA P(if ),p <s, and r /\ r = 0, for any 
AEif*, then r = 0. 
Corollary A.5: If rEA P( if), p < 2R = rank cu, and 
A /\ r = 0 for any AEd1(cu), then r = O. 
Finally, we are going to prove the main result of this 
appendix which is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proposition A.6: If dEA P(if), p<.2R, satisfies 
(i) VVEd(liJ), iva = 0, 
(ii)VX, YEif, ixw/\iya+iycu/\ixa=O, 
(A7) 
(A8) 
then, either p = 1, which implies a = 0, or p > 1, which im-
plies that there exists a( I)EA P - 2( if), fulfilling (A 7) and (A8), 
such that 
VXEif, ixa = ixw/\a(l). 
Proof In accordance with Eq. (A2), we have that, given 
any AEd1(liJ), there exists VEif such that A = ivw. 
Condition (A6) and Corollary A.4 ensure that, given 
any two VI' V 2,Eif such that iv, cu = iv, cu = A; then 
iv,a = iv,a. (A9) 
Therefore, there is no ambiguity in defining the map-
ping: 
4>: d 1(cu) --.A P-I(if), 
A -- 4> (A ) = iva, 
(A 10) 
V being any vector such thativw = A. Then, taking X = Yin 
Eq. (A8), we obtain 
VXEif, ixw/\ixa = 0, 
which, due to Eq. (A2), is equivalent to 
A /\ 4> (A ) = 0, VAEd l(liJ). 
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This implies that either (i) 4> (A) = Oifp = I or (ii) there exists 
a(!)EA P - 2( if), such that 
4> (A ) = A /\ a(!) if p > 1. 
Recalling now (A 10), we see that this is equivalent to either (i) 
a = 0, if p = 1, or (ii) there exists a(l)EA P - 2( if) such that 
ixa = ixw /\a(l), VXEif if p> 1. (All) 
To complete the proof, we must still check whether a(l) ful-
fills conditions (A 7) and (A8). 
By inner product of both sides ofEq. (All) with any 
VEIf, and, since ix and tv anticommute, we obtain that 
ivw /\ixa{l) + ixw /\iva(l) = 0, VV,XEif. 
That is, condition (A8) holds good for a(1) also. 
Taking VEd(cu) in Eq. (Al2), it yields 
ixcu /\ iva(l) = 0, VXEIf, VVEd(cu), 
which, by virtue of Eq. (A2), is equivalent to 
A /\iva(!) = 0, VAEd1(w), VVEd(w); 
applying corollary A.S, it implies that 
iva(l) = 0, VVEd(liJ), 
and the proof is completed. 
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